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ABSTRACT

Which groups are most likely to become visionaries that define the future of their field? Because
vision is difficult to measure, prior work has reached conflicting conclusions: one perspective
emphasizes the benefits of being large, established, and central, while another stresses the value of
being small, upstart, and peripheral. We propose that this tension can be resolved by disentangling
vision—the capacity to generate contextually novel ideas that foretell the future of a field—from
the traces of vision that result in tangible innovation. Using Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT), we develop a novel method to identify the visionaries in a field from
conversational text data. Applying this method to a corpus of over 100,000 quarterly earnings calls
conducted by 6,000 firms from 2011 to 2016, we develop a measure—prescience—that identifies
novel ideas which later become commonplace. Prescience is predictive of firms’ stock market returns:
A one standard deviation increase in prescience is associated with a 4% increase in annual returns,
and firms exhibiting especially high levels of prescience (above the 95th percentile) reap especially
high returns. Moreover, contrary to theories of incumbent advantage, we find that small firms are
more likely to possess prescience than large firms. The method we develop can be readily extended
to other domains to identify visionary individuals and groups based on the language they use rather
than the artifacts they produce.

Keywords Innovation · Contextual Word Embeddings · Firm Performance · Vision

1 Introduction

What sets visionaries such as Steve Jobs [1], Napoleon [2], and The Beatles apart from their contemporaries? This
question has animated research across domains as diverse as scientific discovery [3, 4], art [5], fashion [6], and business
strategy [7].

Whereas an extensive literature has focused on the factors that lead certain individuals to be visionaries in their field [1],
here we focus on the types of groups that are more or less likely to produce visionary ideas. Prior work has reached
conflicting conclusions on the relationship between group size and visionary advantage. One perspective suggests
that visionary ideas are most likely to emanate from large, established, and central groups because they have: (a) the
resources needed to accurately forecast how the future will unfold [8]; (b) the power and influence to shape the choices
of other actors in ways that conform to their vision of the future [9]; and (c) the status that will compel other actors
to want to emulate their choices [10, 11]. An alternative view proposes that small, upstart, and peripheral groups are
more likely to have vision because they have: (a) greater freedom to deviate from normative expectations [12]; (b)
less investment in maintaining the status quo [13, 7]; and (c) greater risk tolerance for experimenting with novel ideas
[14, 15].
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Empirical evidence in support of these competing perspectives has been decidedly mixed [16]. We trace this lack of
consensus to the fact that prior research has mostly focused on innovative artifacts such as patents that arise from
technical innovation and that are readily observed. Vision does not, however, necessarily result in technological
innovation [7]. Rather, it inheres in the difficult-to-observe ideas that originate within groups and that fundamentally
restructure how a field will operate in the future. The Oakland Athletics’ surprising success in 2002, for example, was a
result of their integration of data analytics into the process by which they assembled their team and their defiance of
conventional wisdom in scouting, developing, and trading players [17]. A small and chronically underfunded baseball
team, the Athletics outperformed established and powerful competitors, eventually breaking a 100-year-old record with
20 consecutive victories. Indeed, many examples of visionary breakthroughs—from Amazon’s redefinition of retail
[18] to Mohandas Gandhi’s nonviolent resistance of British occupation—are not rooted in the production of tangible
artifacts amenable to scientific inquiry.

What, then, makes some ideas more visionary than others? One key ingredient would appear to be novelty. Yet abundant
prior research has shown that novelty does not by itself guarantee breakthrough success [19, 20, 21]. We instead
propose that visionary ideas have two essential properties. First, they are novel in a particular way: they rethink the
contextual assumptions that predominate a given field. By contextual assumptions, we mean those that: (a) are central
to a group’s logic of action; and (b) guide a set of interdependent choices about how to configure a group’s activities
for success in the field [22]. In Steve Jobs’ words, visionary ideas “connect the dots” in novel ways.1 The Oakland
Athletics, for example, developed new ways of assessing player quality, which led them to fundamentally redesign the
process by which they scouted, developed, and traded for players. These choices fundamentally altered the Athletics’
strategic position in the field of baseball. Second, visionary ideas are prescient—that is, they foresee how the field
will evolve. The Oakland Athletics’ sabermetric-based approach was soon emulated by other teams, fundamentally
reshaping baseball’s competitive landscape [17]. To put it differently, a group is visionary when its ideas question the
contextual assumptions of a field in ways that peers fail to see in the moment but that they come to adopt in the future.
Groups can be visionary because they are skilled at forecasting the future, because they influence others to follow their
lead, or some combination of both.

Extending Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [23], we develop a novel measure that
identifies from conversational text when groups produce ideas that are both contextually novel and prescient. Groups
that rank high on this measure, we contend, are the visionaries in their field. BERT, a multi-layer neural net model,
is particularly effective at representing semantic and contextual information. We exploit this property to identify the
forms of novelty that are most likely to lead to a vision advantage: utterances that the model identifies as contextually
surprising, or that “connect the dots” in novel ways. We refer to this property as contextual novelty. To measure the
prescience of such utterances, we compare the contextual novelty at the time of enunciation to contextual novelty at a
later point in time. We refer to this property as prescience. Prescient groups are those that utter statements that are
novel in the moment but become commonplace in the future.

Our method departs from existing approaches in two fundamental ways. First, prior work mostly focuses on the
products of innovation—e.g., patents [3], scientific articles, and songs [24]—and can therefore only detect the traces of
vision that manifest in these artifacts. Our approach instead identifies visionary narratives from conversational text.
Second, because it directly models context, BERT enables us to approximate the logic informing speakers’ utterances.
Unlike bag-of-words textual analysis methods that are based on the co-occurrences of words [25], BERT encodes
information about entity types and their relationships in a manner that represents conceptual knowledge about the world
[26]. Deviations from this model correspond to novel (but not necessarily correct) understandings of reality. Such
deviations that are also prescient can be thought of as visionary.

To demonstrate this method’s utility, we apply it to a corpus of over 100,000 quarterly earnings calls conducted by
over 6,000 publicly traded firms from 2011 to 2016. These firms constitute a significant portion of the world economy,
with annual revenues exceeding 75% of U.S. GDP. We use our method to identify firms that possess vision—a quality
that is frequently invoked in organizational and economic research but has not been systematically measured. We find
that firms high in prescience—namely those that possess vision—are more successful several years in the future: they
exhibit higher stock returns, greater earnings, and more robust growth. Moreover, our method enables us to identify the
types of firms that possess a vision advantage. Contrary to theories of incumbent advantage, we find that small firms are
more likely to be visionary than large firms.

Measuring Vision through Language Use

Our measures of contextual novelty and prescience are based on the tools of natural language processing (NLP) and
deep learning—in particular, the BERT model [23]. BERT learns the semantic and syntactic structure of language (in

1https://news.stanford.edu/2005/06/14/jobs-061505
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part) through a masked-word prediction task: it repeatedly predicts different masked words in a sentence given the rest
of the sentence, with the aim of minimizing the cross-entropy loss between the predicted and actual word. Because
BERT is computationally intensive—often requiring several weeks of time on dedicated cloud tensor processing units
(TPUs) to train on a new corpus—researchers typically begin with the pre-trained model provided by Google (where
BERT was developed) and fine-tune this model to their own corpora. Through the fine-tuning process, the general
meanings learned by BERT can be contextualized to the researchers’ specific domains of interest.

While most researchers apply the model architecture to solve downstream tasks such as machine translation or text
classification, we use the probabilistic features of the model to quantify the extent to which actors are visionaries in their
field. We begin by considering perplexity, the exponentiated cross-entropy loss, which can be intuitively understood as
the inverse-likelihood of the model generating a word or a document (normalized by the number of words) [27]. BERT
computes perplexity for individual words via the masked-word prediction task. Words that are readily anticipated—such
as stop words and idioms—have perplexities close to 1, meaning that the model predicts them with close to 100 percent
accuracy. Conversely, words and phrases that are highly unusual or unexpected have higher perplexity scores. We
define contextual novelty, PP (s), as the product of word-level perplexities in a sentence s normalized by the number of
words in the sentence. We use mean sentence perplexity values to aggregate perplexity to the document level.

Figure 1: Example prescience calculation for a highly prescient sentence from our data

To measure prescience, we rely on the intuition that visionaries’ ideas depart from prevailing ideas at the time of
introduction but become commonplace in the future [28, 3, 29]. For example, Gerow et al. [30] identify highly
influential scholarly publications by studying how academic discourse shifts after their publication. Thus, rather than
fine-tuning BERT to our entire corpus, we fine-tune BERT to each year in our data. This approach allows us to examine
the extent to which the perplexity of a sentence uttered in one year changes in a different year.

Just as word embedding models trained on a temporally split corpus uncover semantic shifts in word meaning [31],
our approach reveals how the contextual novelty (i.e., perplexity) of a sentence or document changes over time. We
define change in contextual novelty from one period to another as prescience. In the simplest form of the measure,
assume a corpus of documents, i ∈ I , that is split into current and future periods, Ic and If , and two BERT models
that map documents to perplexities PPc(i), PPf (i). Language that is more typical in the future period than in the
present period will have a lower perplexity in the model trained on future documents, PPc(i) > PPf (i). For a
document from the current period, we define prescience as the percent reduction in perplexity between the present and
future models: (PPc(i) − PPf (i)) / PPc(i). One feature of this approach is that any potential biases toward high
perplexity sentences—such as rare tokens or errors in optical character recognition—are netted out in the numerator.
Importantly, discussions unrelated to vision are netted out because the likelihood of a sentence must shift over time
to result in a non-zero contribution to prescience. Unlike topic models [32], our approach does not require tuning
hyperparameters—though the researcher does have to make choices about how to partition the data. Moreover, because
our measure of prescience is calculated at the sentence level, it is not affected by other co-occurring sentences as would
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be the case with bag-of-words approaches. Fig. 1 provides a schematic representation of our measurement approach,
using a highly prescient sentence from our data.

Results

Setting

We evaluated our model of prescience in the field of for-profit firms. To ascertain vision, we collected a corpus of over
100,000 quarterly earnings calls (QECs) of publicly traded firms. The top management teams of most publicly traded
firms hold QECs with financial analysts who make recommendations on whether investors should buy, sell, or hold
the stocks of firms they cover. QECs are consequential because they provide corporate leaders with an opportunity to
publicly discuss and put into context their past performance, lay out their vision and strategy for the future, and address
analysts’ questions and concerns (SI Appendix) [33].

Although we had access to data going as far back at 2006, we opted to begin our analyses in 2011 to circumvent the
potentially confounding effects of the 2008 financial crisis. We fine-tuned BERT to each year between 2011 and 2016.
In the analyses presented below, we focus on prescience as defined by changes in perplexity between 2011 and 2016.
We obtained comparable results when we choose different windows of time (see Methods section).

Model Validation

Scholars of innovation have long noted that novelty comes from the periphery [12]. Large firms neglect novel
technological opportunities in favor of improving existing product lines [13], just as large scientific teams build upon
recent high impact work and reap immediate rewards [3]. Building on these insights, we sought to validate our measure
of contextual novelty by examining whether small firms in our data exhibit greater contextual novelty than large firms.
Measuring firm size as the natural log of total assets, we found strong support for this assertion (p < 0.00001). A 1 SD
decrease in firm size corresponds to a 0.27 SD increase in contextual novelty. Because the theoretical arguments that
suggest smaller firms will be more contextually novel than larger firms can also be extended to the case of lower status
firms relative to higher status firms, we conducted a supplemental analysis examining how status relates to contextual
novelty. Using securities analyst coverage as a proxy for status [34], we found that a 1 SD decrease in firm status
corresponds to a 0.31 SD increase in contextual novelty (p < 0.00001).

To validate our model, we begin by inspecting words that are used least and most presciently in our data. Among
the least presciently used words are terms such as DVD (lowest prescience token), CD, disk, and PCs, likely reflecting
the shift from physical media to cloud storage, as well as words relating to major events in 2011 such as stimulus,
tsunami, Greece, deficit, and Iraq.

Prescient word usage, in contrast, relates to visionary business strategies (SI Appendix, Table S1). The most prescient
word in our dataset—twice as presciently used as any other term—is onboard, stemming from the token onboarding.
A business term originally referring to the assimilation of new employees, onboarding started gaining popularity in the
early 2000s2 and was added to the Merriam-Webster dictionary in 2017. As the software-as-a-service (SaaS) business
model was becoming prevalent in the 2010s, this term was reinterpreted to describe the integration of new users and
customers. Firms talking about onboarding in this context in 2011 foresaw this evolution. Similarly, among the 5 most
prescient sentences is a reference to compassionate use pre-approvals, or the use of a novel unapproved drug to
treat seriously ill patients when no other treatments are available (SI Appendix, Table S2). Although legally fraught and
historically very rare, rates of FDA compassionate use pre-approvals more than doubled between 2008 and 2016.3

Along the same lines, we can identify firms that are most and least prescient in 2011. The most prescient list
includes mostly mid-sized firms that operate in knowledge-intensive sectors such as medical devices (e.g., SurModics),
information technology (e.g., Openwave Systems), clean energy (e.g., Xcel Energy), fiber optics (e.g., EMCORE) and
pharmaceutical drug development (e.g., Neurocrine Biosciences). The least prescient firm, Oil-Dri Corporation, has
been in existence for over 75 years and makes products from sorbent minerals (e.g., cat litter). Other low prescience
firms include beverage packaging (Crown Holdings) and energy firms (CONSOL Energy) that were founded in the 19th

century, as well as Yingli Green Energy that announced in 2018 that it would be delisted from the New York Stock
Exchange. Yet there are also some surprises on the least prescient firm list such as Glu Mobile (a mobile gaming firm)
and Netflix. Though quirky, the Netflix example is quite revealing about what the prescience measure picks up on. In
2011, Netflix announced it would split its mail order DVD service into a separate entity. Seen as backward-looking by
investors, the move resulted in an almost 80% drop in Netflix’s stock price, leading it to backtrack. Though two years

2Based on the Google books n-gram viewer statsitics at https://books.google.com/ngrams
3FDA Expanded Access submission statistics reported at https://www.fda.gov
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Table 1:

Most Prescient Firms Least Prescient Firms

SurModics, Inc. Oil-Dri Corporation of America
Openwave Systems Inc., Rovi Corporation
Methode Electronics, Inc. Crown Holdings, Inc.

Xcel Energy Inc. Glu Mobile, Inc.
Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc. CONSOL Energy Inc.

Polaris Industries, Inc. Netflix, Inc.
CenterPoint Energy, Inc. Yingli Green Energy

Incyte Corporation Asure Software, Inc.
Crosstex Energy Energen Corporation

EMCORE Corporation Hasbro, Inc.
The most and least prescient firms: Minimum 50
sentences.

later Netflix would pioneer an online content production model, in 2011 it struggled to break from its past and develop
a coherent strategy. Overall, Table 1 provides further validation that our measure of prescience uncovers the linguistic
markers of vision.

The Downstream Correlates of Prescience

Assuming that visionary firms can capitalize on their foresight, we hypothesize that visionaries will also enjoy greater
marketplace success in the future relative to their peers. Figure 2, Panel A reports marginal effects from an ordinary
least squares regression estimating future returns to stock ownership. The dependent variable is total returns to stock
ownership from the start of 2012 onward. Total returns, as opposed to raw stock price, accounts for dividends, stock
splits, and other stock manipulations that influence shareholder returns [35]. The key independent variable is 2011
prescience, and the unit of analysis is the firm (n = 1, 027). We include 3-digit NAICS industry fixed effects to account
for industry-level variation in returns. We find that a 1 SD increase in prescience corresponds to a 4-percentage point
increase in annual returns to stock ownership (p < 0.001) (SI Appendix, Table S3).

Figure 2: Prescience is positively related to firm performance: All 1,031 firms with QECs in 2011 and at least 50 sentences.
a) Marginal effects plot of yearly stock returns from 2012-2015 on 2011 standardized prescience. NAICS 3-digit industry fixed
effects and robust clustered standard errors. 95% confidence intervals computing using delta-method approximation. b) Total stock
returns since 2012 by prescience quartile and year (with top and bottom 5%). The y-axis shifts from annual stock returns in a to
cumulative stock returns. c-f) Prescience is positively related to other indicators of firm performance: Marginal effects plots of
the percentage change in each firm metric between 2012 and 2015 on standardized prescience. Because variables are non-linear,
skewed, and take negative values, we dichotomize our DVs as above or below the median value. textbfc) β = 0.177, p < 0.05. d)
β = 0.204, p < 0.05. e) β = 0.188, p < 0.05. f) β = 0.140, p < 0.1

This average effect obscures strong non-linearities in the relationship between prescience and firm returns. Figure
2, Panel B depicts the relationship between market performance and prescience by percentile group. We find little
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difference in stock returns between the 25th and 90th percentile in prescience. However, firms in the top 5 percent have
exceptionally high market returns: 50 percentage point higher stock returns than average just 3 years after 2011 (SI
Appendix, Table S4).

In addition to total stock market returns, we evaluated our measure against other forms of firm performance. Figure
2 Panels C, D, E, and F report the marginals effects of growth in assets (logged), earnings per share, sales, and the
number of employees on prescience. A 1 SD increase in prescience corresponds to approximately a 5% increase in the
likelihood a firm experiences above average growth in all of these categories. These results suggest that possessing a
vision advantage confers tangible rewards to a firm (SI Appendix, Table S5).

The Vision Advantage

What kinds of firms possess a vision advantage? To begin, we find significant industry variation in prescience (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1). Firms in mining, utilities, and construction are least prescient, while those in the professional
services sector (e.g., finance and insurance, information technology, management consulting) are most prescient. In
general, prescient firms appear to be concentrated in knowledge-intensive industries where the traditional artifacts of
innovation (e.g., patents) are not consistently relevant.

Second, we find no relationship between prior firm performance (as measured by return on assets, Tobin’s Q, or prior
stock returns) or technological innovation (as measured by patenting success) and prescience. In other words, highly
prescient firms do not: spend more on R&D, disproportionately come from high-tech industries, patent at higher rates,
or produce higher impact or disruptive patents (SI Appendix, Table S6) [36]. Given the concentration of prescience in
non-patenting industries, it suggests our measure of vision, applied to QECs, quantifies the non-technical aspects of
business innovation.

Finally, we evaluate whether smaller firms are more likely to possess a vision advantage over larger firms. Prior work
reports that the effects of novelty accrue to those at the top of the distribution [3, 20]. Building on this insight as well as
our finding that the advantages of prescience are concentrated at the top of the distribution (Fig. 2B), we estimate logit
models of “elite” prescience (i.e., whether or not a firm is in the top 5% of the distribution of prescience) on firm size
and include industry fixed effects (using 2-digit NAICS codes). Our results are robust to alternative cut-points in the
definition of elite prescience.

We operationalize firm size in two ways: total assets and number of employees. These two measures’ relationships
with prescience are illustrated in Panels A and B of Fig. 3, respectively. Results for both models are highly significant
(p = 0.001) and substantive. A one standard deviation decrease in firm size relative to the mean doubles the likelihood
of exhibiting elite prescience. A firm 1 SD below the mean in assets (employees) is five (four) times more likely to
exhibit elite prescience than a firm 1 SD above the mean (SI Appendix, Table S7).

Discussion

Popular accounts of innovation tend to celebrate change that comes from upstart outsiders. Yet visionary thinking, such
as Apple’s introduction of tablet computing [1] or the late twentieth century Revolution in Military Affairs promoted by
the US [37], often originates in large, established, and previously trailblazing players. It is tempting to assume that
groups that have been successful in the past by virtue of their superior resources, power, or status will be the fountains
of visionary ideas. Yet the relationship between group size and the production of visionary ideas has heretofore been
obscured because prior research has been limited to studying the products of innovation rather than visionary ideas
themselves [3]. We take advantage of the possibilities afforded by advances in natural language understanding and,
using BERT, develop a measure of vision in conversational text. Our method provides a way to analytically distinguish
visionary ideas from the traces of those ideas that result in tangible outputs such as patents. Consistent with popular
intuitions, and contrary to theories of incumbent advantage, we demonstrate that smaller and less established firms are
more likely to be visionaries than their larger and more entrenched peers.

Our empirical investigation focused on for-profit firms, but our method can be readily extended to detect vision in other
domains—from identifying political vision in speeches and debates to tracing visionary arguments in legal proceedings
to detecting visionary knowledge in scholarly publications. By focusing attention on and providing a new way to
measure vision, we aim to broaden scholarly exploration from a narrow fixation on the tangible artifacts of innovation
to the broader process by which individuals and groups conceive of ideas that are contextually novel and prescient. It is
these ideas that ultimately change the world.

6
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Figure 3: Firm size is negatively associated with elite prescience Marginal effects plot from logistic regression predicting elite
prescience (top 5%). NAICS 2-digit fixed effects and robust clustered standard errors. with 95% confidence intervals computing
using delta approximation. Controls for number of calls and number of sentences. All firms with QECs in 2011, minimum 100
sentences. a) Firm size as measured by total assets (β = −.489, p = 0.000). b) Firm size as measured by number of employees
(β = −.350, p = 0.001)

2 Materials and Methods

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers

(BERT) has achieved state-of-the-art performance on numerous natural language processing (NLP) tasks, including
question answering, entailment, and semantic equivalence [23]. While the model progresses several innovations
simultaneously, one key innovation is the bidirectional nature of the language model. To train bidirectionally, the
authors use a masked language model objective (MLM), where the model is tasked to predict a series of randomly
masked words in a sentence.

Sentence (s): Earnings are up this quarter.

Masked s: Earnings are [MASK] this quarter.

In evaluation, BERT estimates token likelihood through a softmax activation layer. We evaluate likelihood through
cross-entropy loss (L) and exponentiate to obtain word-level perplexities (PP). For a masked word i in sentence s:

Li = −~yi · log(~̂yi)
PPi = exp(Li)

The MLM objective differs from “true” language models in that the likelihood of the model generating sentence is
undefined. As a proxy, we use the model’s ability to solve the MLM for each word in the sequence, leaving all other
words unmasked. We take the product of these perplexities and normalize by the nth root to account for sentence length.
We term this averaged word-level perplexity but acknowledge it’s qualitative differences with sentence perplexity in a
traditional language model (See SI Appendix for more details) .

PP (s) =

(
s∏

i=0

PPi

) 1
N
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Measuring Vision

We operationalize vision using two measures, contextual novelty and prescience. Both measures are defined at the
sentence-level and aggregated by averaging sentences across the actor. Contextual novelty is defined as the raw
perplexity of the sentence, PP (S).

To measure prescience, our method requires two BERT models trained on a corpus split into two periods, current
and future: Ic ∈ I and If ∈ I and two BERT models which map documents to perplexities PPc(i), PPf (i). For a
document from the current period, we define prescience as the percentage reduction in perplexity between the current
and future models:

Prescience =
PPc(i)− PPf (i)

PPc(i)

Robustness Check

To provide robustness, we compute prescience using alternative years of QECs. Using 2015 instead of 2016 as the future
year we strongly replicate our findings. A 1SD increase in prescience corresponds to a 4 percentage point increase in
annual stock returns (p < 0.001). Using 2012 as the current year, instead of 2011, and keeping 2016 as the future year
also reproduces the relationship with stock returns (p < 0.01, 3.5 percentage point increase) but only for the first year
after the call. Note that the QECs come from 2012 and the sample is entirely different from our main analyses, yet we
obtain identical marginal effects. The relationship between firm size and elite prescience in both models is significant
without controls (p < 0.001) and remains in the proper direction but loses significance when controls are included.

One concern may be that we “test” the model on the same data we use to train it. To address this concern, we train the
current year of the model using 2010 QECs (leaving the future year unchanged) and evaluate our model of prescience
on the 2011 QECs. In this modeling approach, we evaluate prescience on an entirely new set of QECs. We find that
prescience predicts future returns, but only from the time period between 2012 to 2013 (p < 0.01). A 1 SD increase
in prescience corresponds to a 3.4 percentage point increase in stock returns. The relationship between firm size and
elite prescience is in the proper direction but no longer significant. These robustness analyses suggest that any gains to
prescience are short-lived as the market quickly adjusts. To measure long-term prescience we likely need data which
stretches longer than 6 years.

Data Access

Data used in this study, including the fine-tuned BERT models, will be published post-publication.
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